Salient Points from the ShoreLine Management Plan:
This coastline and dune system has suffered from a long history of sand extraction
from the dune system as well as some extraction of tin rich beach sand. These
activities are all detrimental to the dune system. Similarly excessive dredging and
sand removal from the estuary mouth could result in additional dune erosion and the
funnelling of excessive sand into the upper muddy estuarine habitats. The natural tidal
regime also needs to be maintained in the estuary to ensure that it continues to
function as a key feeding, roosting and resting site for birds of migration.
Policies Directly Affected:
Coastal Defence Policy CS7 - Works affecting the Coast:
Coastal Development Policy TV32 - Hayle Harbour:
Observations
Sluicing from the Copperhouse Pool can significantly alter beach/channel formation
through the entrance.
Erosion or retreat of dunes at the estuary mouth would cover railway line and part of
golf course on the Western side and loss of holiday chalets on the Eastern side.
Deterioration of defences within estuary would threaten development including
railway line, road and harbour structures.
South and East Quays are part of defence lengths.
Any retreat of either hard defence or the dunes would result in the loss and flooding of
assets (road, railway, houses) in Lelant and Hayle. This makes set back at the current
defence under either a retreat or do nothing strategy unacceptable.
Strategic Options
On the East side of estuary mouth, dune erosion could result in the loss of holiday
chalets. Again in order to prevent this loss and to enhance their habitat value it will be
necessary to undertake management of the dunes. This will seek to stabilise and
maintain the current position of the dunes (1999) making hold the preferred strategy.
On this frontage the proximity of tourist developments makes any retreat difficult,
however the relocation of the more seaward chalets may be necessary to allow a more
natural dune to form in the long term.
Summary of options
Do nothing
Retreat the line
Hold the line
Advance the line

Unacceptable
Acceptable long term
Preferred short term
Unacceptable

Preferred Strategy:
Hold the line on the sand dunes either side of the estuary mouth to prevent natural roll
back and loss of various assets. Also, hold to the existing defence line within the
estuary to protect harbour and other assets.
The actual extract relating to Hayle Estuary follows:-

